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LEADER
OF THE OPEN-AIR 
TOURISM
(AND MORE!)

+6.000.000
Guests choosing us every year

2ND
Italian beach for the
number of tourists

6TH
Italian destination for
number of nights spent



CAVALLINO
TREPORTI
A quality sustainable tourism, in contact with 
nature, dedicated to wellness and peacefulness. 
For those dreaming about a holiday like this, 
Cavallino Treporti is “the” answer: campsites, 
holiday villages, hotels, holiday houses are 
included in a Tourist Park among suggestive 
pinewoods and lagoon basins.
A destination caring about inclusive tourism, 
with a thriving horticultural production and local 
gastronomic delights.
The perfect destination for those looking for a total 
immersion in the uncontaminated nature without 
renouncing to high-quality services and comforts, 
Cavallino Treporti is the European Capital
of Open-Air Tourism.



1955
the first campsite 
was born

320 HA
surface devoted to 
campsites

discovering an
authentic territory between

the sea and the lagoon



SEA
A beach of
dreams.

 DISCOVER MORE

art
Historical and
cultural heritage to
be discovered.

 DISCOVER MORE

nature
A timeless

natural oasis.

 DISCOVER MORE

get inspired:



FUN AND
WELL-BEING

Family leisure.

 DISCOVER MORE

sport
Potion of longevity.

 DISCOVER MORE

TASTE
Typical flavours

of Veneto.

 DISCOVER MORE

 Back to index!

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCES TO 
ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY!



100%
HAPPY KIDS &
PEACEFUL PARENTS

A SAFE GOLDEN
BEACH
15 kilometres of relaxation and fun in complete 
freedom and safety. From the Lighthouse of 
Cavallino to Punta Sabbioni there is a golden 
beach of fine sand that gently stretches towards 
the sea, surrounded by dunes and pinewoods.
A real natural chest where peacefulness embraces 
fun, thanks to equipped spaces where everyone 
can find their own place.
Those who choose a holiday in Cavallino Treporti 
can enjoy of a perfect sea for the whole family, 
with easy accesses for everybody and a series of 
dedicated areas for dogs too.



GESTIONE AMBIENTALE
VERIFICATA

IT-001481

SINCE 2006
Blue flag

Green
cross

ADAC
assistance

SINCE 2010
Green flag by 
pediatricians

Civic 
firefighters

SINCE 2011
Environmental 
certification

Hospitality 
training

 A SAFE PLACE!

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/info-and-news/safety-360°
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/awards/blue-flag
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/awards/green-flag


Italy’s second beach

Wonderful location for 
everyone, the beach of 
Cavallino-Treporti with
its soft golden sand
is the ideal place for the 
whole family.

Family-size
holiday

Child-friendly holiday
at the seaside!

GET INSPIRED:

sea

 discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/mare/Family-size-holiday
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/mare/Italys-second-beach


 Back to index!

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCES TO 
ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY

Active on the beach

A brisk open-air gym
for an unforgettable
and revitalising 
experience.

Four Paws
at the Sea

On holiday we like to 
picture you happy

and carefree.

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/info-and-news/cavallino-dog-friendly
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/mare/active-on-the-beach


A TIMELESS 
NATURAL OASIS

NATURE
The Cavallino Treporti coastline is a timeless 
natural oasis, suspended between the sea and 
the Venice lagoon. Unique crystal clear waters, 
surrounded by long golden beaches, gentle dunes 
and lush pine woodlands.

In this scenario, rich in history, in unique and 
incredibly suggestive views, there are many 
varieties of flora and wildlife just waiting to be 
discovered. If you love nature and want to enjoy 
your holidays away from crowded places, you are 
in the right place.



SINCE 1987
WORLD
HERITAGE
For more than 30 years, Cavallino Treporti 
has been part of the Unesco World Heritage 
recognised sites list, within the site
“Venice and its Lagoon”.
An extraordinary natural landscape which received 
this prestigious recognition for its unique habitat: 
the Lagoon environment.
A natural landscape of unequalled beauty which 
reflects the traditions and cultural values of its
own people.

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/awards/cavallino-treporti-world-heritage


SIC-ZPS Areas

Sites of Community 
Interest and protected 
areas.

Environmental 
Touristic Centre

Since 2016 the 
environment information 

point to discover 
Cavallino Treporti.

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/discover-the-parco/natura/c.a.t.-environment-centre
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/wildlife/walks-in-the-pine-forest


Discovering the
charm of the lagoon

When you enter into 
the lagoon landscape, 
you’ll never feel alone. 
There they are, the real 
inhabitants of the
Lagoon of Venice.

Between sea
and lagoon

Here every dawn and 
dusk seem the work of

a painter: admire the 
local fauna is a chance 

not to be missed.

GET INSPIRED:

nature

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/wildlife/Between-Sea-and-Lagoon
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/wildlife/discovering-the-charm-of-the-lagoon


 Back to index!

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCES TO 
ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY!

Walks in the
pine forest

Discovering
biodiversity and the 
Tourist Environmental 
Centre (CAT).

Birdwatching
guide

Get closer to
the nature in

a deeper and more 
emotional way.

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/wildlife/birdwatching-guide
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/wildlife/walks-in-the-pine-forest


POTION OF 
LONGEVITY

SPORT
Sport is good for the heart, spirit and soul.
Who said you have to give it up on holiday?
In Cavallino Treporti you will find facilities and 
equipment available to practice many outdoor 
activities, each and every day.
From tennis to soccer, from basketball to beach 
volleyball, from swimming to surfing, from 
walking to jogging, without forgetting about the 
tournaments organised by our entertainment staff.
If you love hiking, do not miss the paths and cycle 
coast routes: on your bike, you can get to know 
and explore the most wonderful areas of this 
corner of paradise.



“PORDELIO ROUTE”, 
A NEW CYCLING 
EXPERIENCE
A 7 km cycle path, 5 of which suspended on the 
lagoon, to lose yourself completely in a spectacular 
and unique atmosphere.
With the new cycle path of the Pordelio, the 
Municipality of Cavallino Treporti is creating a 
unique, scenic route that gives you the chance to 
discover the lagoon habitat in a completely new way.

7 KM
Along the 
lagoon

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/info-and-news/the-pordelio-route-a-new-cycling-experience
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/awards/yellow-flag


Discover
the naturalistic
bike routes

Thanks to the cycle
routes that cross the 
entire peninsula,
you can discover this 
corner of paradise!

Child-friendly 
adventures

If you dream about
a holiday dedicated to 

sport in the open air, and 
in touch with nature, 

here are 6 ideal activities 
for a trip with your 

children.

GET INSPIRED:

sport

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sport/Child-friendly-adventures
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sport/bike-routes


 Back to index!

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCES TO 
ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY!

Rowing
in the Lagoon

An outdoor sport,
in direct contact
with nature.

 Discover more

 Discover more

Explore

Colors and scents
on foot.

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sport/walking
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sport/rowing-in-the-lagoon


HISTORICAL AND 
CULTURAL
HERITAGE TO BE 
DISCOVERED

ART
On the Cavallino Treporti coast, in addition to 
the lagoon area, you can discover places and 
paths of great natural and cultural value: from 
characteristic villages, linked by a common history; 
to the military fortifications that take us back in 
time; up to the magnificent city of Venice and 
its enchanting islands - an artistic and historical 
heritage to be discovered!

Explore the beauties of Cavallino Treporti, a small 
cultural jewel, the perfect destination for a holiday 
that combines romance and art.



More than 200 fortifications
of which 4 Coastal Batteries, 11 Telemetry 

Towers, 1 Museum of the Great War.

https://www.viadeiforti.it/en/


An historical-military 
heritage

A dive into our history: 
“Via dei Forti” a 
widespread museum.

Our villages 

Traces of an ancient 
history in a young 

Municipality.

GET INSPIRED:

ART

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/cultura/i-borghi-del-litorale
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/cultura/via-dei-forti


 Back to index!

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCES TO 
ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY!

The History of 
Cavallino-Treporti

Our history
of land and sea.

35 minutes
to Venice by boat

Simply one of the
most beautiful cities

in the world.

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/cultura/venice
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/cultura/The-History-of-Cavallino-Treporti


TYPICAL FLAVOURS
OF VENETO

TASTE
In the cuisine offered by the Cavallino Treporti’s 
restaurants, the Venetian tradition uses to the full, 
the raw materials of land, sea and lagoon offered 
by an enchanting territory.

The exquisite local products at “zero kilometres” 
will pleasantly surprise you and you will discover 
genuine flavours, able to satisfy the tastes of the 
young and old.



a passion inherited from
a centuries-old tradition



Tastes and flavours
of the territory

The better way of 
spending your time is 
tasting our locally
sourced products.

The locally
sourced products of 

Cavallino-Treporti

From the vegetable 
garden to your table: 

excellent horticultural 
production, only locally 

sourced products.

GET INSPIRED:

taste

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sapori/cavallino-a-km-0
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sapori/tra-gusto-e-sapori-del-territorio


 Back to index!

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCES TO 
ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY!

Kitchen: garden and 
sea on the plate

A passion for the fruits
of the earth and the 
lagoon from a
centuries-old tradition.

Restaurants
for every taste

A culinary experience
to be discovered.

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sapori/restaurants-and-beach-bars
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/sapori/kitchen-garden-and-sea-on-the-plate


FAMILY
LEISURE

FUN AND
WELL-BEING
Treat yourself to pleasant and brilliant 
moments in the accommodation facilities of 
Cavallino-Treporti.

Recharge your energy by choosing from the 
many solutions designed for the well-being 
and enjoyment of your family. We have Xed the 
most exciting experience proposals to live with 
friends, loved ones or alone.



A HOLIDAY FULL
OF SPECIAL MOMENTS!



Inhale and exhale

Finding your inner
balance in a natural and 
relaxing landscape.

Concerts, theater, 
entertainment

To best enrich
your holiday.

GET INSPIRED:

FUN AND
WELL-BEING

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/divertimento-e-benessere/concerts-theaters-animations
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/divertimento-e-benessere/inhale-and-exhale


 Back to index!

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCES TO 
ENRICH YOUR HOLIDAY!

A day
at the beach

The beach our way.

Slow living

Perspective matters.

 Discover more

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/divertimento-e-benessere/slow-living
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/inspire-me/divertimento-e-benessere/a-day-at-the-beach


A PLACE
TO LIVE
AND
DISCOVER 

EVENTS
Experience the events in Cavallino Treporti, from 
sport to traditional festivals up to major
record-breaking events!
All year round you can enjoy exciting experiences 
that will leave you with unforgettable memories
of unique hospitality.

Don’t miss a date, check our:

  events calendar

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/events#/events


ASPARAGUS 
FESTIVAL

 01.05.2022

The green asparagus 
traditional festival.

 Discover more

sand &
sound

 21.06.2022

13 km of live music
on the beach.

 Discover more

enjoy
the beach

 27.07.2022

2nd edition of the
13 km flash mob.

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/events#/events/TRN/e6dc6fb1-a5e7-4163-bc8d-148a669b9275/enjoy-the-beach
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/events#/events/TRN/48c43cde-4d18-488b-9490-8ca0bac3c507/sand---sound
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/events#/events


MARKETS
Almost every day, 
sellers offer their
fresh local products
in the squares of 
cavallino treporti.

beach
on fire
 27.08.2022

A Guinnes World 
Record show!

 Discover more

 Back to index!

 Discover more

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/info-and-news/local-markets
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/events#/events/TRN/7e8ba037-bdb3-434f-888f-dba5e9728d69/beach-on-fire


TOURIST
LANDMARK 

IAT CAVALLINO
 Via Fausta, 406/A – Cavallino
 Tel. +39 041 8626322
 info@visitcavallino.com

IAT PUNTA SABBIONI
 Piazzale Punta Sabbioni – Punta Sabbioni
 Tel. +39 041 0980293
 info@visitcavallino.com

IAT MUSEO BATTERIA V. PISANI
 Via Vettor Pisani, 40 – Ca’ Savio
 Tel. +39 041 2909555
 info@visitcavallino.com

Tourist Information
Offices

 www.visitcavallino.com

VENEZIA - ITALIA

#VisitCavallino

  

https://www.facebook.com/VisitCavallino/
https://www.instagram.com/visitcavallino/
https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/


 Back to index!

https://www.viadeiforti.it/en/
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Always up to date with our:

 INTERACTIVE MAP!
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50 km
From Treviso 
airport

40 km
From Venice 
airport

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/discover-the-parco
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SYMBOLS 
Family friendly

With horse riding center

Sea School

Direct entry to the beach

Pet friendly

No animals

With private bathroom

Kid’s sanitary facilities

Nursery

Accessible bathrooms

Washing machines

Tumble dryer

Dishwasher
 
Dog showers

Camper service

No parking at the pitch 

Electric hook-up point

Motor caravan service station

TV connection

Wi-Fi

Rooms with shower

Air conditioning

Heating

Minibar

Room safe

Air dryer

Garden

Private beach

Garage

Parking area

Microwave oven

Tv in the room

Breakfast 

Lift

Charging station for electric cars

Accessible entrance 

Conference Room

Solarium

Additional bed for kids

Additional bed

Market

Camping equipment market

Restaurant, snack bar

Boat rental

Sailing school

Diving school

Windsurfing school

Beach volley courts

Tennis courts

Multi-sport game courts

Archery

Minigolf

Boccia court

Children’s playground

Disco club

Entertainment 

Fitness center

Sauna

Hydro massage pool

Wellness Area

Swimmingpool

Heated pool

Covered swimming pool

Water park

Bike rental

eBike rental

Beach umbrella/deckchair/sunbed rental



 Back to index!

CAMPSITES
AND HOLIDAY VILLAGES
    

Ca’ Pasquali Village

Enzo Stella Maris

Europa

Marina di Venezia

Mediterraneo

Residence Village

Sant’Angelo Village

Union Lido

     

Cavallino

Dei Fiori

Garden Paradiso

Camping Italy

Joker Camping Village

San Marco

Vela Blu

Villa al Mare

   

Al Boschetto

Ca’ Savio

Del Sole

Klaus

Miramare

Scarpiland

Silva

  /  

Ca’ Berton Village

Darisi

Villaggio San Paolo

Other accommodation 
facilities



CA’ PASQUALI
VILLAGE

    

  Via A. Poerio, 33
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966110
  info@capasquali.it

   

 09.04.22 > 16.10.22

 www.capasquali.it

10 ha Total area

164 Pitches

380 Lodgings

5000 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://www.facebook.com/CaPasqualiVillage
https://www.instagram.com/ca_pasquali/
https://www.capasquali.it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2t4m8y_i7E
https://booking.capasquali.it/book/home/single?hotel=40715&lang=en&_ga=2.177711655.384898194.1646647278-1101343372.1620462375&nsid=bc0bf4a6-0f15-425a-9104-b7b82640adfd


MINI CLUB 

Play, creativity, fun! 
Here are the ingredients 
of the children's holiday 
at the Mini-Club in the 

company of an attentive 
and prepared staff.

CAMPING LIFE 

Find your oasis of 
peace, would you 
rather be on the 

seafront or in the heart 
of the pine forest?

SPORT & FUN
On the beach, at the 
pool or in the Green 

Area, you can practice 
all kinds of sport 
together with the 
animation team.

You will find a water park with 9 different swimming 
pools, all heated: the wellness area, a semi-olympic 
pool and a large children's pool with a giant bucket 
and slides. The mega slide is dedicated to older 
children. If you love to bask in the sun, a large 
solarium with gazebo and maxi-beds awaits you. 
The animation will entertain you with different types 
of games and many sports activities, including water 
aerobics and swimming school. For super sportsmen 
there is also a diving school.



Discover our accommodations, you will have a 
wide choice for holidays dedicated to comfort and 
relaxation. Sophisticated mobile home with many 

services included, ideal for every family need, 
with wooden terraces where you can relax in the 

evening and dine with friends.

MOBILE HOMES 
EQUIPPED WITH 

EVERY COMFORT

YOUR PERFECT HOLIDAYS IN CONTACT
WITH NATURE

Your holidays will be unforgettable if you spend 
them in accommodations surrounded by a well-kept 

environment and immersed in nature.



Imagine being able to relax at a 
vertical spa with sea view, while your

children have fun in the swimming pool
with slides and games.

Let yourself be conquered by the fun, 
imagination, and events of our water park.

You will find a water park with 9 different swimming 
pools, all heated: the wellness area, a semi-Olympic 
pool and a large children's pool with a giant bucket 
and slides. The mega slide is dedicated to older 
children. If you love to bask in the sun, a large 
solarium with gazebo and maxi-beds awaits you. 
The animation will entertain you with different
types of games and many sports activities, including
water aerobics and swimming school.
For super sportsmen there is also a diving school.

 back to Index!

DREAM POOLS 
FOR ADULTS AND 

CHILDREN



CAMPING ENZO
STELLA MARIS

    

  Via delle Batterie, 100
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966030
  info@enzostellamaris.com

   

 09.04.22 > 22.10.22

 www.enzostellamaris.com

7,5 ha Total area

315 Pitches

114 Lodgings

2500 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://www.enzostellamaris.com/en
http://www.enzostellamaris.com/en/booking
https://www.facebook.com/EnzoStellaMaris/
https://www.instagram.com/enzostellamaris/
https://youtu.be/bbV1a0XYAJE


For kids 

A lively, safe, joyful 
place, with swings, 
slides and a zipline, 
where kids can have 

fun with mum and dad 
and make lots of new 

friends.

Water park 

An aquatic park with
adults’ and children’s 

pools indoor and 
outdoor, waterfalls, 
fountains, whirlpool.

Private
beach

The campsite is
situated next to the 

wide, clean
private beach.

Surrounded by nature amid sea and sky, our campsite 
embraces you in an oasis of colours, revealing the 
beauty of a land waiting to be discovered.



The personal care of our guest for us it is a natural 
course of action. Let us start with the individual 

choose of a pitch on location and the assistance to 
position your caravan.

5-star pitches

A journey into the culinary
excellence of Italy

A gourmet suggestion for lovers of the typical dishes
of our gastronomy.



If you stay in one of our
accommodation you will feel like you

are in a summer residence. Choose the
accommodation fit for you.

An exclusive destination 
that combines style, 
beauty and peace.
An elegant, comfortable 
environment where you 
can feel right at home.

 back to Index!

Accommodations



EUROPA 
CAMPING VILLAGE

    

  Via Fausta, 332
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968069  +39 041 968261
  info@campingeuropa.com

   

 14.04.22 > 03.10.22

 www.campingeuropa.com

11 ha Total area

425 Pitches

218 Lodgings

1424 m2 Water park

 watch the video

https://www.facebook.com/europacampingvillage
https://www.instagram.com/europa_camping_village/
http://www.campingeuropa.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUf9BeZfoO0


4 legged 
friend

For guests on holiday 
with their pets, the 

camping village offers 
the pet-friendly 

Dog Beach.

SPA 
& WELLNESS 

An area truly dedicated 
to wellbeing where you 

can forget stress and 
daily routine.

Golden
beach 

Fine sand and blue 
sea. A long beach with 

all the comforts, the 
cleanest sea with a Blue 

Flag award.

Europa Camping Village is a boutique campsite 
for your seaside holiday just a short distance from 
Venice. It is immersed in nature and in the peace 
of Cavallino-Treporti. 
New eco-sustainable accommodations, 
swimming pools, a modern spa, areas for children, 
entertainment and sport, spacious green camping 
pitches are very close to the sea.



4 swimming pools, hydro massage, 
pool for children, slide water games 

and a 25-metre heated pool. 

AQUAPARK

EXCLUSIVE VILLAGE
A holiday of comfort and design.



Freed-home and lodges offer new ideas 
for living in elegance, freedom and style. 

These solutions combine the comfort 
of a home with convenience of a caravan.

It is a new concept home: a space filled with 
comfort, contemporary elegance and style. 
Spacious living units built with innovative materials, 
with kitchens, rooms with wardrobes and a spacious 
veranda.

 back to Index!

Freed-Home



MARINA DI VENEZIA
CAMPING VILLAGE

    

  Via Montello, 6
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5302511
  camping@marinadivenezia.it

   

 09.04.22 > 10.10.22

 www.marinadivenezia.it

80 ha Total area

2748 Pitches

427 Lodgings

15000 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://www.facebook.com/marinadivenezia
https://www.instagram.com/marinadivenezia/
http://www.marinadivenezia.it
https://youtu.be/lxd_lpDhpuM
https://booking.marinadivenezia.it/


WHAT A SHOW! 
A professional 

entertainment team 
and, in high season, 

evening shows of 
international level.

THE WIDE
BEACH 

Our private beach is 
200 m deep and

1200 m wide,
with 3 areas equipped 

with sunchairs and 
umbrellas.

THE LISTÓN
Shopping avenue: 
fish shop, bakery, 
fruit & vegetable, 
parapharmacy, 

supermarket and
much more.

Welcome to our world, immersed in a pinewood 
facing a wide beach and a safe sea. We have created 
an idea of campsite slightly different from the 
traditional canons, between beauty, nature and so 
many services, including fashion shops, camping 
and sports items, beauty center, newsagent-
bookshop, perfumery, laundry, Murano glass, bike 
rental and internal electric shuttle bus service.



A water park to play, practice sports and relax, 
with 10 pools, some of them heated.

A real joy for everyone, with 12 slides and the new 
Funny Wave attraction, from 12 meters high.

Aquamarina 
Park

Accommodations
15 different typologies from 2-7 people.



Wide and spacious, with an area dedicated
to our 4-legged friends.

The Super pitches, by reservation only,
have TV sat connection, 16 Ampere, unlimited 

wi-fi h24 and hedges for better privacy. 

Our entertainment’s mission is making you live a 
wonderful holiday, offering more than 40 activities 
every day, including a mini club, aquagym, beach 
volley, archery, football academy, dance classes, 
musicals, wind surfing, pedalos, diving, hydrobike, 
fitness. We have a special passion for good food. 
You can choose among 5 restaurants, 5 bars, 3 
beach bars and 2 artisan ice cream parlors, where 
you can taste the high quality of the local excellence 
and the fresh products of Cavallino Treporti.

 back to Index!

Pitches for 
everyone 



CAMPING VILLAGE 
MEDITERRANEO

    

  Via delle Batterie, 38
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966721
  mediterraneo@vacanze-natura.it

   

 21.04.22 > 17.10.22

 www.campingmediterraneo.it

16,3 ha Total area

450 Pitches

254 Lodgings

2000 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://booking.campingmediterraneo.it/booking/disponibilita/mediterraneo/en
http://www.facebook.com/campingmediterraneo
http://www.instagram.com/campingmediterraneo
http://www.campingmediterraneo.it
https://youtu.be/KfMUxVrpgkE


A green emerald, where you can spend a holiday 
made of emotions, fun and discovery. This is the 
Mediterraneo, a camping village surrounded by a 
pinewood and overlooking the sea. An interweaving 
of paths leads the guest into the very heart of the 
structure: Le Terrazze del Mediterraneo. 
This area offers an aquapark with seven swimming 
pools, a wellness and spa area, a fitness centre, 
a baby room, a hairdresser, a boutique, the info 
point, the auditorium and three restaurants.
Guests can choose wide pitches or exclusive lodging 
tents or modern accommodation units.

Delivery 
service 

Delivery of groceries or 
dinner to your pitch or 
accommodation, to the 

beach and pool.

Infinity pool 

Swimming suspended 
between earth and sky: 

this is the feeling 
you get in the charming 

infinity pool with 
sea view.

Sushi & fusion
The simple and genuine 

flavours of Japanese 
cuisine served 

on a terrace with 
a breathtaking view 

of the sea.



NEW 2022! La Serra is the new outlet with two 
souls: the sporting centre with 2 padel courts, 

2 tennis courts, 1 multifunction court for five-a-side 
football, basketball or volleyball and a yoga area. 
There is also a lounge for relaxing and conviviality 

moments.

La Serra Sport Lounge: 
sport combined 
with relaxation

Glamping: camping life, in comfort
Glamping Home and Lodge Tent are the best choice for 

a holiday in complete harmony with nature.



For an immersion in relaxing atmospheres where 
guest can benefit from water properties with 

body and face treatments, Turkish bath, Finnish 
sauna and ice fall. And then hydromassage and 
water paradise accompanied by an herbal tea 

selection for moments of pure relaxation. 
Beauty treatments complete the offer.

The Mediterraneo is suitable for both families with 
young children and teenagers.
The exclusive baby room is a space for play and 
creativity inspired by the Montessori philosophy, 
where babies are welcomed by qualified educators 
from the first months of life with art activities, 
readings and workshops.
And for game enthusiasts, a brand new area with 
virtual games, simulators, visors and controllers, that 
will give guests the chance to immerse themselves 
in 360 degrees interactive games.

 back to Index!

Spa:
the wellness oasis



RESIDENCE 
VILLAGE

    

  Via F. Baracca, 47
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968027
  info@residencevillage.com 

   

 14.05.22 > 21.09.22

 www.residencevillage.com

9 ha Total area

100 Pitches

300 Lodgings

4000 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://booking.residencevillage.com/booking/disponibilita/residence/en?
https://www.facebook.com/residencevillagecavallinovenezia
https://www.instagram.com/residencevillage/
https://www.residencevillage.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWIVcHo9600


Residence Village is a dream come true if you love 
the sea and are thinking of wellbeing, relaxation and 
fun for your family. A stone’s throw from the beach 
and immersed in greenery, is the ideal place for a 
holiday full of comforts.

PRIVATE 
BEACH 

Equipped private 
beach with golden fine 

sand, beach set hire, 
playground, beach 

volley, beach soccer 
and boccia.

Funny
Aquapark 
Maxi toboggans, 

Watergames, Pools 
of various sizes and 

depths and colourful 
Spray Park.

Animation
Are you looking for a 

campsite for children?  
Choose Residence Village 
for your summer: it is the 
ideal environment for the 

happiness of your children. 
Miniclub and Maxiclub, for 
every age range a program 
of games, carefree activi-
ties and fun guaranteed!



Maxi Caravan, Master Line, Room, Apartment and 
Bungalow, our accommodation units are designed 

with all the amenities required by families, from 
the smallest to the largest. All accomodation are 
equipped with bathroom with shower, furnished 

kitchen and A/C. Some of them have 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms with shower and can host up to 7/8 

persons.

ACCOMMODATION 
WITH ALL COMFORTS!

Surroundings
Not far from Venice, city unique in the world and near 

Jesolo well-known for its nightlife and shopping.



Residence Village pitches and superplatz are 
delimited and equipped and all have water, 

electricity (10A /16A), sewage outlet and TV. 
Suitable for tents, motorhomes and caravans.

Sea & Fun

At Residence Village 
there is so much fun 
for your children 
and utmost relaxation 
for you.

 back to Index!

EQUIPPED AND 
COMFORTABLE 

PITCHES



SANT'ANGELO
VILLAGE

    

  Via F. Baracca, 63
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968882
  info@santangelo.it

   

 14.05.22 > 21.09.22

 www.santangelo.it

20 ha Total area

650 Pitches

560 Lodgings

10000 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://booking.santangelo.it//booking/disponibilita/santangelo/en? 
https://www.facebook.com/santangelovillagecavallinovenezia
https://www.instagram.com/santangelovillage/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsOtBrQk_1w


Children
Animation 

Little guests, great care! 
Baby Garden, Miniclub 

and Maxiclub.

Funny
Aquapark 

Mega Slides, 
Watergames, Pools 
of various sizes and 

depths and colourful 
Spray Park.

Private
Beach

Equipped private 
beach, beach set hire, 

playground, beach 
volley, beach soccer 

and boccia.

Sant’Angelo Village is the ideal place to spend a 
holiday of relaxation and fun.
A green oasis by the sea, full of amenities for the 
well-being of the whole family: various and modern 
housing solutions, a private equipped beach, pools 
of different sizes and depths, playgrounds and 
entertainment activities.



Wide choice among Caravans, Maxi Caravans, 
Bungalows and Apartments which are all equipped 
with bathroom with shower, furnished kitchen and 
A/C. Some of them have 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms 

with shower and can host up to 7/8 persons.

Choose the 
comfort of our 
accommodation

Surroundings
It’s situated near Venice rich of history and culture and 
near Jesolo well-known for its nightlife and shopping.



Sant’Angelo Village pitches are all delimited 
and equipped with water and electricity (6A, 
10A or 16A), most of them have also a sewage 
outlet and a TV connection. Suitable for tents, 

motorhomes and caravans, they can have 
a surface area up to 104 m².

Holiday & Family

If you dream of a holiday 
of fun and relaxation, 
Sant’Angelo Village is 
the right place where 
you can offer your 
children joyful and 
unforgettable moments.

 back to Index!

Pitches
for everyone’s 

taste



UNION LIDO
    

  Via Fausta, 258
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 2575111
  info@unionlido.com

   

 08.04.22 > 03.10.22

 www.unionlido.com

60 ha Total area

3000 Pitches

324 Lodgings

12000 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 watch the video

https://booking.campingmediterraneo.it/booking/disponibilita/mediterraneo/en
https://www.facebook.com/unionlido
https://www.instagram.com/unionlido_camping/
http://www.unionlido.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F8_lYvMoE64
https://www.youtube.com/c/UnionlidoCamping-Park-Resort/videos


Discover the magic of Europe’s first 5 star themed 
camping. A one-kilometre-long private beach and 
the Blue Flag award winning sea overlook the coast 
of Cavallino-Treporti. Since 1955 Union Lido has 
been a synonym for dreams and emotions.
An open-air holiday that encompasses relax, nature 
and fun. Let yourself be surprised by the gourmet 
tasting experiences and entertainment activities 
designed for all ages!

Fitness 
Arena 

Technogym equipped 
fitness arena to keep 
fit with professional 

personal trainers.

On the Beach 

The Adriatic Sea, our 
constantly safeguarded 

private beach.

Indoor Pool
The W10 is a partly 

covered swimming pool 
with heated water 
and an accessible 

Turkish bath.



The best of the Italian cuisine with a wide choice 
of plates able to satisfy every wish and gastronomic 

demand, from the refined dinner to the quick 
and tasty snack.

Food&Beverage

Entertainment
Every night music, entertainment, shows.



Dog Pool, Beach, Dog-Sitting, 
Dog-Trainers and vet 24H!

In the oasis on the Union Lido sea, with jogging and 
fitness courses, complete with children games made 
of natural materials and a nature trail marked with 
special guide panels you will try the pleasure to keep 
in trim in the open air.
At the Cavallino Sport Center, you will also find a 
wide range of structures and sport fields for various 
disciplines, such as the horse-riding school.
We also offer you a wide choice of fitness, sports 
programs, and tournaments on the beach or in the 
water to satisfy everyone’s demand.

 back to Index!

Dog Camp



CAMPING VILLAGE 
CAVALLINO

    

  Via delle Batterie, 164
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5300826
  info@campingcavallino.com

   

 08.04.22 > 02.11.22

 www.campingcavallino.com

Camping Village

CAVALLINO
Cavallino Treporti

Venezia

10,8 ha Total area

457 Pitches

420 Lodgings

3100 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://www.facebook.com/CampingVillageCavallino
https://www.instagram.com/campingvillagecavallino/
http://www.campingcavallino.com
https://www.youtube.com/c/baiaholiday
https://booking.baiaholiday.com/


The Cavallino Camping Village is located on the 
Cavallino Treporti coast between Lido di Jesolo and 
Punta Sabbioni. It overlooks a wide beach lapped by 
a calm sea, with a shallow and sandy bottom, ideal 
for children. Among the services, a 3100 sqm water 
park, 700m of free beach with a special area for 
dogs and the brand new PANTA REI SPA. Ideal for 
an open-air holiday between relaxation and fun with 
family or friends.

Pet-friendly 

Dedicated area, special 
beach, pet-friendly 

accommodations, and 
dog wash station: many 
services and pampering 

for 4-legged friends!

Wide beach 

700m2 of free beach, 
equipped and for dogs; 
Disabled friendly and 

full accessibility.

WATERPARK
Wellness pool with 
hydromassage jets, 
children's pool with 

slides and water 
games, solarium.



An unforgettable experience of Wellness: an oasis 
of 1840 sqm for the regeneration of body and 

spirit. Heated swimming pool, emotional showers, 
whirlpool, Finnish sauna, Turkish bath, relaxation 

area, Zen Garden, treatments and rituals.

PANTAREI SPA

Food, Drinks and Shopping
Pizzeria and Gastronomy restaurant with take-away, 

Ice cream and Lounge bar, Sabbioni Restaurant, 
Market and Bazar.



Our animation crew organizes sports, fun and 
recreational activities for the whole family. 

For children there is a Miniclub, an equipped 
playground and an indoor Fun Park. The sports 

enthusiasts will find a football field, a beach 
volleyball area, a mini golf and a gym.

There are available pitches for tents, campers and 
caravans (various sizes)  with different equipment, 
partly in the shade and partly facing the sea.
The Village sector hosts mobile homes, bungalows 
and Glamping tents of various types. The 
accommodations are equipped with: air conditioning, 
satellite TV, private bathrooms with shower, equipped 
kitchenette and furnished outdoor veranda. There are 
housing units accessible to people with disabilities. 
Some accommodations are pet-friendly.

 back to Index!

ANIMATION



CAMPING VILLAGE 
DEI FIORI

   

  Via Vettor Pisani, 52
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966448
  fiori@vacanze-natura.it

   

 29.04.22 > 02.10.22

 www.deifiori.it

11 ha Total area

300 Pitches

178 Lodgings

1200 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://booking.deifiori.it/booking/disponibilita/fiori/en
http://www.facebook.com/DeiFioriCamping
http://www.instagram.com/deifioricamping
http://www.deifiori.it
https://youtu.be/8kIPzknaDT4


Bathroom 
facilities

Covered and heated 
facilities for adults and 
children, and private 
bathrooms for those 

who wish to have more 
comfort and privacy.

Equipped 
pitches

of different sizes and 
with trees, to meet the 
needs of any camper.

Comfortable 
accommodation 

units
Masonry bungalows, 

mobile homes and 
caravans on site to 
enhance the unique 

emotions of the holiday.

A garden overlooking the sea, where relaxation 
reigns, to rediscover the rhythm and energy of 
life. This is the Camping Village Dei Fiori: a lush 
vegetation enriches the masonry bungalows, the 
modern chalets, and the large, well-equipped 
pitches. The heart of the village consists of 3 large 
heated swimming pools, surrounded by a pulsating 
centre with a bar, a restaurant and shops. This is the 
perfect combination of relaxation and fun, sport and 
cuisine, sea and discovery of the territory.



Set in the greenery, three large swimming pools 
(a semi-Olympic pool, a sloping lagoon and a 

Jacuzzi) are the frame of the restaurant terraces, 
where guests can savour the best of Italian, local 

and regional cuisine from dawn to dusk.

The heart of the 
village: swimming 

pools and gourmet 
cuisine

Feeling good and relaxing 
in a fairytale atmosphere

Keep fit at the fitness centre and treat yourself 
to a relaxing post-workout whirlpool experience.



A wide private and supervised beach, partially 
equipped with neat rows of parasol and sun 

loungers, gently sloping down to the shoreline, 
is the ideal setting for sunbathing and relaxing 

swims or for taking part in a windsurfing 
and SUP lesson.

Dei Fiori is the perfect solution for families with 
children who love spending happy moments in 
the seafront playground area, suitable for kids 
of different ages and mainly made of wooden 
structures. Then there are the kids club activities, 
where children can enjoy cooking workshops, mini-
disco, beach games, mini-golf and sandcastles.
For the youngest, sports tournaments in the junior 
club or challenges in BMX, bikes, skates and 
skateboards at the skate park.

 back to Index!

Experience the sea 
between relaxation 

and fun



CAMPING GARDEN 
PARADISO

   

  Via F. Baracca, 55
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968075 
  info@gardenparadiso.it

   

 13.04.22 > 10.10.22

 www.gardenparadiso.it

15 ha Total area

652 Pitches

224 Lodgings

6300 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://www.facebook.com/campinggardenparadiso
https://www.instagram.com/campingardenparadiso/
http://www.gardenparadiso.it
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0_Od4u2SnHO_TIUxU_5ULQ
https://booking.gardenparadiso.it/booking/disponibilita/garden/it?_ga=2.172662051.1257570617.1647256777-688095176.1619431998


Entertainment
Entertainment activities 
for adults and children, 

mini club, sports, fitness 
and evening shows.

Wellness 
-Center 

Hydromassage, Finnish 
sauna, Turkish bath, 

Kneipp path, ice 
waterfall and salt wall.

Water-park 
Indoor wave pool, 

spray park and outdoor 
swimming pools with 

slides. Heated!

Garden Paradiso is a camping village surrounded 
by lush vegetation overlooking the sea and a 
large private beach equipped with playgrounds, 
sun loungers, parasols, showers and toilets. 
The modern and spacious grounds with heated 
pools, entertainment for children and adults as 
well as sports activities will make your holiday 
unforgettable!



120-square-meter Dream Pitches facing the sea a 
step away from the water park, with 16A power 

supply and private bathroom with shower, barbecue 
on request, free WiFi and priority check-in.

Dream-Pitch

Feel like home
Comfort and functionality Immersed in the nature.



The housing solutions we offer meet high 
standards to guarantee comfort and relaxation, 
suitable to satisfy every need for all families. A 

safe space for relax and to have fun!

Wide range of housing solutions with 2/3 bedrooms, 
equipped with fridge, cooker and microwave oven, 
tableware and dishwasher, bathroom with shower, 
satellite TV, air conditioning, safe, bed linen with 
weekly change and parking space.

 back to Index!

Housing 
solutions



ITALY CAMPING 
VILLAGE

   

  Via Fausta, 272
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968090 
  info@campingitaly.it

   

 29.04.22 > 26.09.22

 www.campingitaly.it 

3,9 ha Total area

197 Pitches

56 Lodgings

1400 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://www.facebook.com/ItalyCampingVillage
https://www.instagram.com/italycampingvillage/
https://www.campingitaly.it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gKDZP_VR74
https://booking.campingitaly.it


Taste
The pleasure of a 

holiday also means 
good food. 

Tempting flavours 
all yours to discover.

Italian Style 
Sunshine sea, nature, 

the perfect ingredients 
for your perfect holiday. 

A corner of paradise 
for you.

Family- 
friendly 

The best way to make 
your holiday even 
more enjoyable. 

Just a stone’s throw 
from the beach.

Italy Camping Village located in a quiet and pleasant 
position, directly on the sea, wide beach of fine 
sand. Swimming pools for adults and children, both 
heated and toboga water slide. Restaurant with 
pizzeria, beach bar, supermarket, camping and 
beach article shop. Sanitary facilities with bookable 
private bathrooms, nursery, washing machine, 
dryers. Entertaiment programme and Miniclub.
In the green peninsula of Cavallino is an ideal place 
to spend your holiday by the sea.



How to resist the pleasure of a refreshing swim in 
the pool or the thrill of a dive from the water slides? 

Well-being and fun guaranteed for all guests.

Aqua Park

A dip in the bluest waters...
A walk along the beach, an energising dip 

in the calm and clean waters of the Adriatic Sea…



ItalyVillaPlus: 60 m² family-sized, with three 
bedrooms and private garden.

This solution combines all the benefits of an 
open-air holiday spent among the lush plants 
characteristic of the Cavallino coast with all 

amenities at your fingertips

Welkome!
Style, hospitality, food and nature. A family-
friendly athmosphere, relax, fun, outdoor actvities 
and good food. All the tiny details that will make 
your stay truly unforgettable. Pitches for camper, 
caravans and tents, Pitches Mare up to 110m². New 
VillaPlus, ItalyVillas, ItalyHomes, LagunaHomes, 
MobileHomes and MaxiCaravans for hire. The 
welcoming and friendly atmosphere, the attention to 
details and the politeness of the staff will guarantee 
an unforgettable holiday!

 back to Index!

New 
ItalyVillaPlus



VILLAGE CAMPING 
JOKER

   

  Via Fausta, 318
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5370766 
  info@jokercamping.it

 12.05.22 > 19.09.22

 www.jokercamping.it 

3,6 ha Total area

130 Pitches

176 Lodgings

 watch the video

 online booking

http://www.jokercamping.it
https://youtu.be/kDSbRjNPUSg
https://bookingjoker.cloudvillage.it/index.cfm?lang=1


EVOLUTION 
HOUSE

Trendy and up-to-
date, it meets the 

requirements of the 
most sophisticated and 

demanding clientele.

SUNLIGHT 
HOUSE

A sunny and spacious 
'new' house for a 

comfortable holiday for 
a family of 4.

DREAM VILLA  
A synthesis of elegance 

and design with a 
jacuzzi for moments 

of well-being and 
carefreeness.

Welcome to the Village Camping Joker. The hectic 
pace is a distant memory and you can finally enjoy 
our enchanting beach of fine golden sand: a true 
paradise for long, relaxing sunbathing.
The beach, which slopes gently into the sea, allows 
safe bathing and is particularly suitable for families 
with children.



The pool area includes a swimming pool for adults, 
a children's pool, sun beds and whirlpools. 
The large cinema screen and a show area 

characterise the centre of the village's dynamic 
entertainment in the pool lido.

Top holiday: 
beach and pool 
facing the sea

A true paradise for 
relaxing sunbathing

The family-friendly sandy beach is equipped 
with parasols and sunbeds and a snack bar.



For those who love holidays in the open air 
but don't want to give up the comforts of 

a hotel, the Residence H. Joker is the ideal 
holiday for those who prefer to stay in a 

residence without giving up the atmosphere 
of the Village and its services.

Villini ai Frassini: 8 terraced complexes, each 
consisting of 4 cottages with garden, table and 
chairs, located in the immediate vicinity of the Joker 
Village, to which all guests have free access. 
It is the ideal solution for families who are looking 
for large, well laid out spaces, close to the sea and in 
a central, quiet location. The 3-bedroom, two-storey 
cottages of about 65 square metres accommodate 
a maximum of 5 people and have a private 
swimming pool with umbrellas and sun loungers.

 back to Index!

The magical 
atmosphere of 
a holiday in the 

Residence.



CAMPING 
SAN MARCO

   

  Via del Faro, 10
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968163 
  info@campingsanmarco.it

   

 12.05.22 > 19.09.22

 www.campingsanmarco.it 

2 ha Total area

110 Pitches

48 Lodgings

500 m2 Water park

 watch the video

 online booking

https://www.facebook.com/campingsanmarco
https://www.instagram.com/campingsanmarco/
www.campingsanmarco.it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IW7hFkSJrI
https://servizi.sgs-hospitality.com/Booking/disponibilita/sanmarco/it


Kid’s toilets
Child-friendly bathrooms 

with toilets, sinks and 
showers of their height.

The bathrooms are 
also equipped with 

baby baths.

Private 
beach 

Private beach for families, 
where children can play 

on the playground, 
on the water's edge 

or in the water.

Infinity-Pool 
Located 4.5 meters 

high, the water 
overflows from the 

side of the pool facing 
the sea, creating a 

sensation of continuity, 
of infinity.

Situated at the beginning of the Cavallino coastline, 
in an enviable position directly on the sea, Camping 
San Marco is immersed in a peaceful atmosphere 
that makes it the ideal destination for a relaxing 
holiday in touch with nature.
An oasis of peace on a human scale that offers the 
possibility of reaching in a very short time both the 
Lido of Jesolo, full of vitality and with the longest 
pedestrian area in Europe, and the historic centre of 
Venice, rich in charm, culture and art.



Are you wondering what Glamping means? 
It's an Anglo-Saxon term that comes from the fusion 
of two words, "glamour" and "camping". A term to 

describe the possibility of staying in a natural setting 
without sacrificing comfort and luxury. 

The accommodations are tastefully furnished, 
equipped with king-size beds, bathroom with 

bathtub, Wi-Fi and other amenities. A new holiday, 
inspired by comfort in full contact with nature.

GLAMPING 
WITH SEAVIEW

children friends
Ideal for families with children.



Terraced houses, with a total area of about 
75 square meters, are able to satisfy even 
the customer who does not want to give 

up the comforts of home.

Situated in an enviable position directly on the sea, 
the campsite is the ideal place to spend a relaxing 
holiday in contact with nature, especially for families 
with children Private beach, large shady pitches, 
maxi caravans and villettas with modern comfort.

 back to Index!

Villette Laguna



VELA BLU 
CAMPING VILLAGE

    

  Via Radaelli, 10
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968068
  info@velablu.it

   

 09.04.22 > 16.10.22

 www.velablu.it

 watch the video

 online booking

3,5 ha Total area

61 Pitches

180 Lodgings

2000 m2 Water park

https://www.facebook.com/CampingVelaBlu
https://www.instagram.com/vela_blu/
http://www.velablu.it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJHyMIMfpEU
https://booking.velablu.it/book/home/single?hotel=40716&lang=en&_ga=2.70442643.289142879.1647246983-1902333440.1620991568&nsid=c3e2d7ed-55b7-478e-8f84-ea10d6cb1c92


SPORT & FUN 

Any sport is possible 
with our animation 
team, on the beach 
or in the pool fun 

is guaranteed.

CAMPING 
& NATUR 

Camp life is special; 
is synonymous with 

relaxation, friendship 
and, above all, nature.

BABY ROOM
Children will have fun 

in the colorful baby 
room with the images 

of our mascot!

If you love nature and want to spend your holidays 
between sea and lagoon, Vela Blu is the campsite 
for you. Small, intimate and secure, the Vela Blu 
overlooks a beautiful beach of fine golden sand that 
slopes gently towards the sea. Everything is designed 
for children, safety and cleanliness will allow you 
to spend your days at the beach or at the pool in 
complete relaxation, leaving your children free to 
take part in countless creative and fun activities, 
followed by our mini club entertainers.



For those who do not want to give up on glamour, 
the Aurora Residences are the ideal accommodations 
for the most demanding guests. Modern, accessible, 

cozy and in symbiosis with the environment, they 
offer a large porch with automated awnings for 

complete relaxation outdoors.

ACCOMMODATION 
FOR EVERY NEED

LATEST GENERATION MOBILE HOMES 
AND RESIDENCES 

Let yourself be conquered by the innovation 
and architectural modernity of our accommodations, 

in perfect harmony with the environment.



The scent of the sea, soft golden sand, a slight 
breeze, and it’s instantly summer! Comfortable 
beach sun loungers and umbrellas surrounded 

by palm trees to spend wonderful hours on 
the beach. The sea of Vela Blu is ideal for your 

children, thanks a to its shallow and clear water.

The beach of the Vela Blu Camping Village is a 
perfect balance between a natural beach and an 
equipped beach. Awarded for years with the "Blue 
Flag", it is a guarantee of a clean and safe sea. It is 
a real pleasure to spend whole days on the beach 
in total relaxation. Relax in the shade of the yellow 
umbrellas or build sandcastles with your children. 
You'll also find a children's playground, as well as 
beach volleyball and beach soccer courts.

 back to Index!

BEREFOOT ON 
GOLDEN SAND



VILLA 
AL MARE

   

  Via del Faro, 12
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968066
  info@villaalmare.com

 14.05.22 > 24.09.22

 www.villaalmare.com

1,8 ha Total area

100 Pitches

41 Lodgings

700 m2 Water park

http://www.villaalmare.com


Mobile Home, the 
ideal holiday! 

The  open-air experience 
with the comfortsof 

accommodation: space, 
relaxation and comfort 
in quiet surroundings 
just a stone's throw 

from the sea.

Little 
and Cute! 
People-oriented 

Spaces and amenities.

Family 
attitude!

Ideal for families 
with children.

Villa al Mare welcomes you in a little peaceful oasis 
overlooking the sea, where spaces and amenities are 
people-oriented making holidays a special moment.



In the shadow of the lighthouse, the fine, golden 
sand of the Dolomites plunges into the shallow 

sea, while the horizon frames the sunsets painted 
in the sky at the end of the day.

The most exclusive 
location on the 
Venetian Coast

Baby pool
Our little guests play between the waterfall and the fun 
slide, in the pool overlooking the beach just for them.



A holiday in nature immersed in a new leisure 
time, far from trendy destinations, but close to 

an extraordinary everyday life.

Relax in the sun on our comfortable sun loungers 
under the cool shelter of our beach umbrellas!
Escape from the heat on board our pedalos 
for a swim in the open sea or stroll on the water 
with one of our S.U.P.'s!
And what about our little guests? 
They have fun in the colourful play area!
Lifeguards are on hand to assist in any situation, 
while every morning we "comb" the shoreline 
by hand to limit the use of mechanical means.

 back to Index!

Villa al Mare 
is Open Air



CAMPING VILLAGE 
AL BOSCHETTO 

  

  Via delle Batterie, 18
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966145
  info@alboschetto.it

   

 12.05.22 > 18.09.22

 www.alboschetto.it

7 ha Total area

320 Pitches

60 Lodgings

https://www.facebook.com/campingalboschetto
https://www.instagram.com/campingalboschetto/
http://www.alboschetto.it


Nature and 
relaxation

Nature that welcomes 
you: trees rustling, 

birds chirping, 
animal cries…

Directly 
by the sea

Waterfront and with 
direct access to 

the beach, ideal for 
carefree summer days.

… immerse yourself in nature, a stone's throw from 
the sea and just a few minute from Venice!
Spend you holiday by the sea, in a familiar place 
where nature reigns supreme, in a simple location 
where you can relax and take a break from everyday 
life, stop and forget the hectic pace. And if you want 
to visit Venice: it’s easy! Since 1962 Camping Village 
Al Boschetto has been the official background in 
your summer holiday pictures.



Half-board, full-board and à la carte menus 
in the restaurant/pizzeria, mini-market, 

entertainment with Captain Jack, sports 
with five-a-side football pitch and tennis 
court, fitness area, playground, electric 

car charging station...

More to know 
about…...

THE GREAT ESCAPE: 
LET’S GO CAMPING!

For you: Maxi caravans, bungalows and pitches 
of various sizes for tents, campers and caravans.

 back to Index!



CAMPING 
CA’SAVIO 

  

  Via di Ca’Savio, 77
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966017
  info@casavio.it

   

 07.05.22 > 01.10.22

 www.casavio.com

 watch the video

27 ha Total area

574 Pitches

385 Lodgings

1500 m2 Water park

https://www.facebook.com/campingcasavio
https://www.instagram.com/campingcasavio/
http://www.casavio.com
https://youtu.be/WZlj9ZlYxXw


Nature
We let nature always 
be our guidance and 

inspiration, in the past 
and the future.

Customer 
Care

The guest is at the 
centre of everything 
we do. We believe 
in simple and not 

complex.

Welcome to Camping Ca’Savio, a real campsite 
with genuine values. You will experience the 
freedom of having your feet in the sand, green all 
around you and ease of having all comfort at your 
doorstep. Our reception with helpful staff taking 
care of you, facilities as supermarket and restaurant 
open all day, wide green areas and huge sandy 
beach with 
natural dunes will let you live the holiday you wish 
without any worries.



Camping Ca’Savio offers more than just 
fun and relax, now more than ever we want 
to let you experience nature and discover 

local surroundings and share with you 
our journey towards a greener and more 

sustainable future.

Green 
Ca’Savio

Glamping
All freedom of an outdoor holiday in the nature 

with all comfort you need and unique style.
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CAMPEGGIO 
DEL SOLE 

  

  Via Meduna, 12
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 658333
  info@campeggiodelsole.it

   

 15.05.22 > 18.09.22

 www.campeggiodelsole.it

3,7 ha Total area

190 Pitches

77 Lodgings

https://www.facebook.com/campingvillagedelsole
https://www.instagram.com/delsole_cavallino/?hl=it
http://www.campeggiodelsole.it


ACCOMODATION
The campsite has 
Apartments, Maxi 

caravans or Chalets 
with 2 or 3 bedrooms 
and 1 or 2 bathrooms.

ANIMATION
Children's 

entertainment with 
evening entertainment 
and activities for adults 
too with a playground.

The Camping del Sole is located on the peninsula 
of Cavallino-Treporti, directly on the sea, with fine 
sand, ideal for children's games, thanks to the slow 
slope of the water.
The beach is cleaned every day by the campsite 
staff and is equipped with sunbeds and umbrellas 
available for a fee, while those who wish can stay 
with their own equipment on the free beach area.



The campsite offers the possibility of 
spending a pleasant holiday surrounded by 

nature. We are bordering on a protected 
nature area, formed by dunes and pine forests 
and populated by a rich flora and fauna unique 

to our coastline.

surrounded 
by nature

SANITARY FACILITIES
We have rationalised the sanitary facilities with 

a modern structure more suited to all needs.

 back to Index!



CAMPING VILLAGE 
MIRAMARE

  

  Lungomare Dante Alighieri, 29
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966150
  info@miramarevenezia.it

   

 08.04.22 > 16.10.22

 www.miramarevenezia.it

2,8 ha Total area

100 Pitches

100 Lodgings

400 m2 Water park

https://www.facebook.com/campingvillagemiramare
https://www.instagram.com/campingmiramare/
http://www.miramarevenezia.it


The Campsite
Comfortable pitches or 
accommodations and 
a lot of facilities for a 

relaxing outdoor holiday.

Beach 
“Al Faro”

Wide free beach of 
golden sand with an 

area dedicated to those 
traveling with four-

legged friends.

At Camping Village Miramare you can combine 
leisure and discovery of the surroundings.
Located just a few steps from the pier of Punta 
Sabbioni, our campsite is the perfect starting point 
to visit Venice and the islands of Burano, Murano 
and Torcello or to enjoy the beauty of the landscapes 
of Cavallino-Treporti thanks to the numerous cycle 
paths. In our campsite you can choose between 
different kinds of pitches for your campervan, 
caravan, mini-van or tent, or comfortable bungalows 
and maxi-caravans for a perfect holiday immersed in 
nature and surrounded by peace and quiet.



Just 700 meters from the pier of Punta 
Sabbioni, where water buses leave to Venice 

- San Marco and to the islands of Burano, 
Murano and Torcello. Free shuttle bus service 

to the pier throughout the season (and in 
summer also to the beach “Al Faro”)  

Venice and 
the islands

Pool with whirpool and solarium 
for maximum relaxation

Heated pools surrounded by a large relaxation area 
and splendid solarium with sun beds and umbrellas.
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SCARPILAND 
CAMPING & VILLAGE

  

  Via A. Poerio, 14
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966488
  info@scarpiland.com

   

 23.04.22 > 02.10.22

 www.scarpiland.com

 watch the video

4,5 ha Total area

190 Pitches

114 Lodgings

https://www.facebook.com/scarpiland/
https://www.instagram.com/scarpilandcampingvillage/?hl=it
http://www.scarpiland.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6dcpJYPFjM


Sports for 
everybody
In the new Sports 

Center you can 
practiseall your favorite 

sports, organised 
by our team.

Agility 
Dog Camp 

Sports and wellbeing, 
even for your 

four-legged friends, 
we have created the 

Dog Agility Area.

Its small size, the excellent services on offer, sandy 
beach and its safe and enchanting location, all make 
Camping Village Scarpiland the perfect holiday 
destination for all the family. We’ve taken care 
of every detail: from our comfortable equipped 
accommodation, to our services and brand new 
play areas and sports facilities, right down to the 
neighbouring shops along the small road leading 
to the sea, well-loved by our guests as a pleasant 
meeting place to take a relaxing stroll.



Vast, well-looked after and safe thanks to the 
presence of expert, qualified lifeguards, it 

boasts fine golden sands that slope gently into 
the sea, making it easier and safer even for 

small children to get into the water.

The Beach 
and the Sea

Accomodations
Modern, bright and spacious they’re equipped with 

all creature comforts and are carefully finished.
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CAMPING 
SILVA 

  

  Via F. Baracca, 53
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968087
  info@campingsilva.it

 

 14.05.22 > 19.09.22

 www.campingsilva.it

3,3 ha Total area

270 Pitches

40 Lodgings

https://www.facebook.com/campingsilvacavallinotreporti/?fref=ts
http://www.campingsilva.it


The ideal 
holiday

Camping Silva, the ideal 
place for your holiday.

Sand 
and Sea
Golden Sand... 

Sea dream.

For 50 years camping Silva, situated in front of the 
sea and immersed in the green of the touristic park 
of Cavallino-Treporti, has offered his guests the ideal 
location to spend a comfortable and quiet holiday 
in contact with the nature.
At your disposal we have numerous shaded places 
or modern and comfortable caravans. Moreover 
the easy connections to Venice and to Jesolo make 
our camping an ideal starting point for your cultural 
and amusing trips.



In front of Camping Silva you will find 
kilometers of golden beach, a costline 

of fine sand ideal for children, because it 
slopes gently in a sea clean and quiet. 
Our private beach equipped with sun 

umbrellas and sun beds is waiting for You.

The sea in 
front of you

Comfort and relax 
in our Maxi Caravan

Our caravans are all in a shaded 
and quiet area near the beach.

 back to Index!



CA’ BERTON 
VILLAGE 

  

  Via A. Poerio, 15/17
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5302299
  info@caberton.it

   

 14.04.22 > 03.10.22

 www.caberton.it 

2 ha Total area 105 Lodgings

http://www.facebook.com/caberton 
http://www.instagram.com/cabertonvillage
https://www.caberton.it


EASY RATES
Persons included.

FREE 
SERVICES 

WiFi, beach 
changing-rooms 

and toilet services.

The Ca' Berton Village awaits you for a peaceful 
and happy family holiday. Run with passion by the 
Berton family, it offers bungalows and mobile homes 
sleeping 5 up to 6 people, all with an equipped 
outdoor patio and private parking lot.



Flexibility in length of stay, 
days of arrival & departure. 
Discover the special offers.

EASY VILLAGE

PETS ARE WELCOME
Your four-legged friends are welcome in our Village. 

Dog friendly beach with an area just for them.

 back to Index!



CAMPING 
DARISI 

 

  Via delle Batterie, 68
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966629
  info@campingdarisi.it

 01.05.22 > 19.09.22

 www.campingdarisi.it

2 ha Total area

85 Pitches

24 Lodgings

http://www.campingdarisi.it


Holidays in 
Freedom!

Between April and Sep-
tember, take a moment 

to recharge the batteries 
and to rediscover the 
pleasure of immersing 

yourself in nature.

Passion for 
nature

With sea bathing and 
relaxing moments in the 

shade of the pine fo-
rest, it will be an expe-
rience you will never be 

able to do without.

From unconditional love for the Venetian lagoon 
landscape, and from the desire to share these 
magnificent views, Darisi Camping was born. An 
area of over 20,000 square meters that extends to 
the gates of the Serenissima. Particularly shaded by 
the presence of elms, poplars and pine trees, Darisi 
Camping is the ideal place to spend quiet romantic 
or family vacation.



Camping enjoys an strategic position with 
respect to the Venetian coast because it is 

located at the gates of the Venitian Lagoon.

The strength: 
the area where 

it rises

The ideal place for 
a quiet vacation

A structure surrounded by greenery, equipped with 
all the amenities, to meet the needs of campers.
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VILLAGGIO 
SAN PAOLO 
  Via Radaelli, 7
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968049
  info@villaggiosanpaolo.com

   

 13.05.22 > 19.09.22

 www.villaggiosanpaolo.com

 watch the video

15 ha Total area

36 Pitches

307 Lodgings

https://www.facebook.com/villaggiosanpaolo
https://www.instagram.com/villaggiosanpaolo
http://www.villaggiosanpaolo.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etKCf8t0i_s&t=7s


Sea & Nature
Surrounded by the 
nature and seaside 

village, a large beach 
available to everyone. 

Breathe in your holiday.

Joy & Good 
Food

Let yourself be 
captivated by our warm 

hospitality. Enjoy the 
Mediterranean scents 

and  tastes.

Welcome to Villaggio San Paolo, a pleasant seaside 
resort offering everybody wellness and fun. 
A holiday village surrounded by nature, designed 
to cater to the uniqueness and needs of every 
individual guest and built to offer everyone a 
wonderful holiday: happier, complete and light-
hearted. Truly for everyone.
Nature, quiet and fun. Choose to enjoy a different 
holiday, made up of small gestures in large spaces, 
which welcome, entertain and regenerate you.



Gastronomic experience set in a suggestive 
location of the First World War: the Radaelli 
Battery. The proposed menu is the modern 
reinterpretation of the dishes traditionally 

eaten during the Great War. 
Emotions and tastes.

Sights and 
culinary delights

ACCESSIBILITY 
The barrier-free village.

 back to Index!



 Back to index!

CAMPSITES
AND HOLIDAY VILLAGES

CAMPSITES 
 
Holiday Center Valdor *** 
Via Meduna 5, Ca’ Savio 
041 966108 
info@valdor.it

Santin ** 
Via delle Batterie 24, Ca’ Vio 
041 5300715 
info@campingsantin.it                                                              

Mayer * 
Via del Marinaio 4, Cavallino 
041 5370341 
campingmayer@gmail.com
 

RURAL CAMPINGS 
 
Al Bateo 
Lungomare Dante Alighieri 19A,
Punta Sabbioni 
041 5301455  
info@albateo.it

Da Scarpa 
Via Pealto 15/19, Punta Sabbioni 
335 6769387 
info@agricampeggiodascarpa.it     

Dolceacqua 
Via F. Baracca 102/A, Cavallino 
041 968129 
agri.dolceacqua@alice.it

Mose 
Via Montegrappa 2,
Punta Sabbioni 
041 658922 
info@campingmose.com

LIST OF NON-ASSOCIATED
ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES

CAMPSITES 
 
Camping Klaus *** 
Via del Granatiere 18, Cavallino 
041 968566 
info@campingklaus.it
www.campingklaus.it 

https://www.campingklaus.it


 Back to index!

360°
HOSPITALITY
    S

Art & Park Hotel - Union Lido 

The Green Park Hotel

   

Cavallino Bianco

La Rondine

  

Albergo Rosa

   

Casa Vacanza Maria Assunta

  

Opera Monsignor Nascimbeni

Other accommodation
facilities



 08.04.22 > 03.10.22

ART&PARK HOTEL 
UNION LIDO 

    S

  Via Fausta, 270
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968043
  parkhotel@unionlido.com

 

 www.parkhotelunionlido.com

 watch the video

92 Rooms

3 Suites

24 Apartments

1400 m2 Pool area

https://www.facebook.com/artparkhotelunionlido
http://www.parkhotelunionlido.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoHGbtGlCPA


Inside the Union Lido campsite. Equipped with 
comfortable double rooms, suite, Pool Suites 
and Family Homes. Amazing buffet breakfast, a 
wide choice of restaurants, bars, sports, facilities, 
wellness & SPA, animation, wonderful water parks 
and evening entertainment.
Your holiday at the Art & Park Hotel Union Lido 
will be simply unforgettable.

Beach & 
Swimmingpool
Private beach with free 
umbrellas and sunbeds. 

Whirlpool and extra-
large sunbeds.

Breakfast 
buffet

Savour the sweetest 
of awakenings. Our 

rich buffet breakfast, a 
unique experience for 

the eyes and the palate.



Park suite

Bars & Restaurant
The best of the Italian cuisine with a wide 
choice of places able to satisfy every wish 

and gastronomic demand.

Exclusive rooms with two beds, 
just a few steps away from 

Union Lidos’ Hotel Pool.
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 30.03.22

THE GREEN PARK 
HOTEL 

    S

  Via delle Batterie, 166
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966133
  info@thegreenparkhotel.it

   

 www.thegreenparkhotel.it

27 Rooms

2 Suites

4 Apartments

 online booking

https://www.facebook.com/thegreenparkhotelcavallino
https://www.instagram.com/thegreenparkhotelcavallino/
http://www.thegreenparkhotel.it
https://bit.ly/3NywfDE 


The new The Green Park Hotel born in Cavallino Treporti, 
a few steps away from the beautiful Venice. Born from 
a long tradition of hospitality en plein air, the new hotel 
joins the knowledge and the love for the territory with 
take care to detail for a relaxing stay. 
There are 29 newly built rooms and suites, furnished with 
an elegant and minimal style, in warm wood tones and 
equipped with all comforts. In the warm season, from 
April to October, our guests can also take advantage of 
all the services of the Camping Village Cavallino, located 
in the immediate vicinity that is a guarantee of quality 
in the tourist sector for over 30 years. 

The Green 
Park Hotel: 

comfort and 
design 

Restaurant Sabbioni
Restaurant Sabbioni, 

belonging to The Green 
Park Hotel, is open 

to the public! You will 
find there a delightful 

cuisine with healthy and 
genuine products.



1840m2 area, entirely dedicated to the 
regeneration of body and spirit. 

Come to the new PantaRei Spa and let 
yourself be carried away by an extraordinary 

feeling of well-being.

PANTA REI SPA 
everything flows 

Private Beach   
The private beach is the perfect setting for 

unforgettable moments during the long summer’s 
days. The private beach has a lifeguard and 

partly organized with umbrellas and sunbeds.

 back to Index!



 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

CAVALLINO 
BIANCO 

  

  Via Fausta, 304
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968018
  info@cavallinobiancohotel.it

   

 www.cavallinobiancohotel.it

 watch the video

48 Rooms

2 Suites

https://www.facebook.com/HotelCavallinoBiancoVenezia/
https://www.cavallinobiancohotel.it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1d7xYdcIgg
https://www.instagram.com/cavallinobiancohotel/


Cavallino Bianco Hotel at 200 meters from the gol-
den beach, strategic for naturalistic and historical 
itineraries and food and wine traditions. An impor-
tant renovation of bedrooms and bathrooms in 2019, 
proposes solutions for a holiday in freedom, a new 
WELLNESS AREA, a MEETING ROOM and JUNIOR 
SUITE, without barriers, also accessible by disabled 
people. A state-of-the-art home automation system 
controls energy consumption and the performance 
of the temperature systems, for a sustainable future.

ROOMS
All rooms have 

been refurbished. 
Different solutions 
from 1 to 6 beds.

SERVICES
Beach service included 

with sun beds and 
umbrella. 

Wellness area with 
exclusive access.



OTHER SERVICES
other small comforts that come 

in handy during your stay.

Car and motorbike parking upon reservation, 
laundry, bicycle rental, bus and motorboat 
ticket sales, tour and excursion booking, 

electric car charging, taxi service, catering 
agreement with our partner hotel.
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 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

HOTEL 
LA RONDINE 

  

  Via Fausta, 60
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966172  +39 041 7798082
  info@hotellarondine.it

 www.hotellarondine.it

29 Rooms

http://www.hotellarondine.it


Hotel La Rondine is located near Punta Sabbioni, and 
offers all home comforts for a pleasent and enjoyable 
stay.  It’s an excellent location for guests who intend 
to visit Venice and it’s beautiful surrounding islands, 
Murano, Burano and Torcello, giving you a splash of 
culture and activity. The nearby golden sandy beach 
with it’s clean sparkling waters offers a relaxing and 
uforgettable view of the Adriatic Sea.
Our renovated  restaurant specializes in excellent 
tasty Italian cusine, and pizza dishes.

Restaurant
- Pizza

Enjoy an excellent 
lunch or dinner with 
home made cakes 

and local wines in our 
renovated restaurant.

GARDEN
Make the most of it 
and enjoy a relaxing 

and peaceful angle of 
the garden, surrounded 
by nature and greenery.



VENICE
Visit the most fascinating city in the world, 

where all your dreams can come true and time 
stands still, giving you an ever ending feeling 

of freedom and happiness.

Take a bike trip and explore Lio Piccolo or 
San Erasmo, these areas are surrounded with 

beauty and silence that gives you the opportunity 
to admire the vast variety of wildlife. 

An unforgettable experience that you will 
remember for ever.
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 14.04.22 > 10.10.22

ALBERGO 
ROSA 

  

  Via F. Baracca, 34/36
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968086
  info@albergorosa.com

 www.albergorosa.com

22 Rooms

http://www.albergorosa.com


The Hotel is situated on the Litoral of Cavallino, 
150 meters from the beach.
21 Rooms equipped with all conforts, private 
bathroom, Tv sat and safe, air heating and air 
conditioning. Our Restaurant offers regional 
and national cuisine with a particular care 
to the choice of the products.

As a family
With us you will be 

welcomed like a family 
member, in fact, our 
hotel is family-run.

Typical 
cooking

Our restaurant offers 
traditional Venetian 
cuisine with fresh 

and zero km products.



Private beach
On our equipped beach you will find 

sunbeds and sun umbrellas exclusively 
reserved for our guests.

Recently Albergo Rosa has completely renovated 
its rooms, enriching them with all the best 

comforts. You will have everything you need to 
enjoy a relaxing, carefree holiday.

New recently 
refurbished 

rooms
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 01.06.22 - 15.09.22

CASA VACANZE 
MARIA ASSUNTA 
  Via Fausta, 278
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968014
  maria.assunta@ospitalitadiocesivenezia.it

 www.assunta-cavallino.it

 

100 Rooms

http://www.assunta-cavallino.it


A peaceful holiday immersed in a relaxing natural 
environment between sea, beach and lagoon.
Directly overlooking the sea, it has single- twin- three 
and four bedded rooms with bath, air conditioning and 
wifi. Some rooms have a private terrace facing the sea. 
Large enclosed parking. Our city bikes are available for 
free. The property is located 12 km from Jesolo and 10 
km from Punta Sabbioni from where ferries depart to 
reach Venice across the lagoon. 

Beach
Large private beach 

with access lane 
dedicated to the 

disabled.

Rooms
Rooms with sea views 

and private terrace.



Our guests will have the opportunity to taste 
a varied and tasty menu inspired by the typical 

cuisine of the area, suitable for everyone, 
including vegetarians and vegans, 
and attentive to food intolerances.

Restaurant
sea view 

Chapel
Chapel with daily liturgical celebration and 

spiritual assistance service.

 back to Index!



 21.05.22 - 18.09.22

CENTRO VACANZE 
NASCIMBENI 
  Via F. Baracca, 51
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968024
  cavallino@13maggio.com

 www.centrovacanzecavallino.it

 

69 Rooms

http://www.centrovacanzecavallino.it
https://www.facebook.com/centrovacanzenascimbeni/


Absorbed in its green area, the structure opens with
130 meters in front of the wonderful blue Adriatic Sea.
Situated in a strategic point, is a relaxing oasis near
Jesolo and Venice. A peacefulness island in the center
of sport, fun, art, story and beautiful landscapes.
Hospitality and helpfulness of our staff allows you
to enjoy the accommodation for a regenerating and
relaxing holiday. The rooms are spacious, good for
families and offer an impressive view over the Sea. 

ROOMS
All the rooms are 

equipped with private 
bathroom, LCD-TV, 

hair-dryer.

Private beach
Direct access from 

the park to the 
private beach.



The Venetian gastronomic tradition is 
accompanied by the presentation of national 
dishes prepared with care. In the large and 

bright dining room, our employees welcome 
you at every meal with the flavors and colors 

of the local cuisine.

Restaurant

Bike rent
Rent your bike and discover 

the wonders of Cavallino Treporti.

 back to Index!



360°
HOSPITALITY

HOTELS 
 
Ca’ di Valle **** 
Via Fausta 298, Ca’ di Valle 
041 968017 
info@hotelcadivalle.it

Hotel Fenix ***S 
Via Tirreno 6, Cavallino 
041 968040 
info@hotelfenix.it

Holiday Center Valdor *** 
Via Meduna 5, Ca’ Savio 
041 966108 
info@valdor.it

Il Ghebo *** 
Via Fausta 41, Punta Sabbioni 
041 658270 
info@ilghebo.it

International *** 
Corso Italia 15/17, Ca’ di Valle 
041 968108 
info@international-hotel.it

Junior Family Hotel *** 
Corso Italia 10, Ca’ di Valle 
041 968123 
info@junior-family.it

Righetto *** 
Corso Italia 16, Ca’ di Valle 
041 968083 
info@hotelrighetto.com

Villa Ginevra *** 
Via del Ghetto 19, Cavallino 
041 968074 
info@hotelvillaginevra.it

Blue Moon da Romolo ** 
Via Fausta 284, Ca’ di Valle 
041 968233 
info@bluemoondaromolo.it

Da Scarpa ** 
Via Pealto 17, Punta Sabbioni 
041 966428 
info@dascarpa.it

Hotel Fortuna ** 
Via Fausta 313, Ca’ di Valle 
041 5371165 
info@hotelfortunacavallino.it 

Nuovo Cason ** 
Corso Europa 17, Ca’ di Valle 
351 8377443 
nuovocason@gmail.com

Laura * 
Via Costanziaca 3, Ca’ Ballarin 
041 5370224 
info@hotel-laura.com 

Villa Gentile * 
Via Ca’ Savio 25, Ca’ Savio 
041 5301342 
info@villagentile.it

HOLIDAY FARMS
WITH ACCOMODATION 

Ca’ Baccan 
Via Fradeletto 23a, Punta Sabbioni 
348 4690103             
info@agriturismocabaccan.it

Dolce Acqua 
Via F. Baracca 102/a, Cavallino 
041 968129                   
info@agriturismodolceacqua.it

LIST OF NON-ASSOCIATED 
ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES



BED AND BREAKFAST 

A Casa di Marta 
Lungomare D. Alighieri 39,
Punta Sabbioni 
349 3942591 
info@acasadimartavenezia.it                                                    

Da Rabiato 
Via Lio Piccolo 24/B, Lio Piccolo 
335 6021149 
info@liopiccolo.com

Locanda Antica Dogana 
Via della Ricevitoria 1, Treporti 
041 5302040   
info@anticadogana.info

Marelaguna Rooms 
Via della Fonte 70, Ca’ Ballarin 
041 968449 
info@marelaguna.it

HOLIDAY HOUSES 
 
Casa Marina delle Dimesse 
Via Fausta 272/a, Ca’ Ballarin 
041 5370269 
casamarina@dimesse.it

ESTATE AGENCIES 

LeoTours 
Via Fausta 403/C, Cavallino 
 041 5370333                                  
info@leotours.it                                                                                     

Verago Immobiliare 
Via Fausta 360/A, Cavallino 
041 968330 
info@veragoimmobiliare.com

APARTMENTS,
LANDLORDS, BUNGALOW

 PUNTA SABBIONI
Agriturismo Ca’ Baccan 
Via Fradeletto 23ABCE 
+39 348 4690103 
info@agriturismocabaccan.com

Appartamenti Vanin 
Via Hermada 44 
+39 351 8373277 
info@appartamentivanin.com

Appartamenti Venezia 
Lungomare D. Alighieri 17 
+39 041 5301455 
info@albateo.it

Appartamenti Verdemare 
Via Adige 11 
+39 335 224419 
frauzanella@gmail.com

Bungalow Fuin 
Via Montello 37 
+39 338 5603186 
info@fuinristorante.com

Casa a mare 
Via Adige 42A 
+39 338 9166198 
damianarossi2.dr@gmail.com

Casa nel Verde 
Via Adige 101 
+39 329 7850547 
emanuela.cimarosto@gmail.com

Famiglia Berton 
Via Montello 27 
+39 349 0904735 
dora.berton@gmail.com

Giada House 
Via N. Tommaseo 3A 
+39 339 3301577 
info@giadahouse.it

Giardino al Mare 
Lungomare Dante Alighieri 21 
+39 333 6305180 
info@giardinoalmare.it

Kya Venice and Beach House 
Via N. Tommaseo 3 
+39 339 3642633 
info@kyahouse.com

Rosmary cottage 
Via Adige 26 
+39 347 8320091 
erosatmosfere@gmail.com

 CA’ SAVIO
Appartamenti Iris, Valle D’Oro, 
Villa Girasole 
Via Meduna 12  
+39 041 658333 
info@campeggiodelsole.it
www.campeggiodelsole.it

Appartamenti Valeria 
Via Meduna 10 
+39 339 7469081 
valeriazanellamarchesi@gmail.com

Ca’ Savio Beach&Lagoon 
Via treportina 29 
+39 339 4452357  
gorbyhouse@gmail.com

Ca’ Savio Mare 
Via Lignano 29B 
+39 348 5234212 
emilianobortoletto@inwind.it



Da Mirella e Otello 
Via di Ca’ Savio 18B 
+39 328 0712089 
casavio.holidays@gmail.com

Doctor Mario’s apartment 
Via Fausta 77A 
+39 328 6453460 
francescadepasquale84@gmail.com

Gina Costantini 
Via Lignano 3 
+39 041 658651 
gina.costantini@libero.it

La Brigata Apartments 
Via Brigata Volturno 13 
+39 333 3623628 
tania.castelli@gmail.com

Trevisan Narciso 
Via Vettor Pisani 6 
+39 339 4656147 
vilma.enzo6@gmail.com 

Vacanze a Due Passi dal Mare 
Via Adige 35 
+39 333 6893187 
info@vacanzeaduepassidalmare.it

 TREPORTI 
Casa Vilma 
Via Varagnolo 2 
+39 333 2350740 
monica661@libero.it

Villa Magnolia 
Via A. Boito 6 
+39 340 9116876 
e.dantiga@yahoo.it

Villa Sacchetta 
Via Saccagnana 155 
+39 041 658457 
info@villasacchetta.it

 CA’ VIO 
Bungalow a Due Passi dal Mare 
Via delle Batterie 56 
+39 338 1594366 
francyvaleri81@gmail.com

Enzo Gloria e Enzo Lucio 
Via delle Batterie 12 
+39 339 2105275 
info@residencecasafiorita.com

Mare e relax 
Via delle Batterie 56/1 
+39 349 6281563 
manuelscarpi@yahoo.it

Maribeach 
Via delle batterie 6  
+39 345 7081535 
maribeachcavio@gmail.com

 CA’ BALLARIN 
App.ti Graziano Bozzato 
Via Costanziaca 8 
+39 380 3571123 
appartamentigraziano@gmail.com

Appartamenti Marangon 
Via Rialto 5 
+39 041 968416 
viarialto5@gmail.com

Appartamenti Roberto
e Ballarin Graziella 
Via della Fonte 6, 17 
+39 041 968338 
roberto.enzo63@gmail.com

Bungalow bei Emma 
Via del Vallone 5 
+39 338 3207336 
daniela.valleri@gmail.com

Ca’ Palmira - sport & sea house 
Via Fausta 167 
+39 389 7651761 
capalmirahouse@gmail.com

Ca’ Vianello 
Via Costanziaca 12 
+39 320 4021169 
davideviane@msn.com

Casa Vacanze 
Via Rialto 13 
+39 347 9479612 
magrinifabio27@gmail.com

Gambaro Bungalow 
Via Passarelle 5 
+39 331 3868048 
ivogambaro@libero.it

 CA’ DI VALLE 
Appartamenti Costantini 
Via della Mosa 13/6 
+39 328 2153224 
irenecostantini@libero.it

Casa Europa 
Corso Europa 111 
+39 339 7180557 
casaeuropa111@gmail.com
Casa Giancarlo 
Via Gallia 7 
+39 348 0170146 
fampadovangiancarlo@gmail.com

Eurobeach 
Via Fausta 320 
+39 041 5371048 
info@eurobeach.it

Junior Family Hotel & Apartments 
Ca’ di Valle 
+39 041 968123 
info@junior-family.it



 Back to index!

Residence Joker, Vallenova,
Ai Frassini, Holiday 
+39 041 5370766 
info@jokercamping.it
www.jokercamping.it

Venezia Spiaggia
e Centro Storico! 
Via Alemagna 5 
+39 320 7736265 
manuelatorri45@yahoo.co.uk

Villa Katia 
Via Gallia 9-10-11-12 
+39 348 0170146 
appartamentipadovan@gmail.com
 
 CAVALLINO 
Appartamenti Longo 
Via Capo Horn 6 
+39 393 0074784 
longo.barbara70@gmail.com

Appartamenti
Mare e Granatiere 
Via del granatiere 22 
+39 329 2230340 
vaniasavian@libero.it

Appartamenti
Marina del Cavallino 
Via Capo Horn 4  
+39 041 968045 
info@marinadelcavallino.com
www.marinadelcavallino.com
 
Appartamento Amaranthus 
Via delle Barene 9/6 
+39 339 4452357 
amaranthus.cavallino@gmail.com

Appartamento
Residence Sabbiadoro 
Via Tevere 35 
+39 345 7015017 
riccardo.bellati@gmail.com

Casa Vianello 
Via C. Colombo 61 
+39 347 7022439 
chiarasun@yahoo.com 

Euthalia sas
di Gobbo Celeste Giulia 
Via Jonio 84 
+39 348 8992158 
celeste.gobbo@libero.it

Flat Six 
Via del Faro 27/6 
+39 348 2439014 
flatsixvenice@gmail.com

Immobiliare al ponte 
Via Vespucci 5 
+39 041 968045 
socalponte@libero.it

Jolanda Vacanze 
viale Tevere 19/B 
+39 340 3238143 
info@jolandavacanze.com

Residence Ca’ d’Oro  
Via Tamigi 27 
+39 348 7221850 
cadorocavallino@gmail.com 

Residence Lanterna 
Via Vasco de Gama 1 
+39 348 2243290 
pietro.casagrande@yahoo.com

Residence Le Dune 
Via del Faro 27A 
+39 041 5370044 
info@residenceledune.it
www.residenceledune.com 

Residence Vecchio Faro 
Via del Faro 29 
+39 041 5701172 
info@residencevecchiofaro.it

Venezia Nature&Beach 
Via delle Barene 11 
+39 333 5290381 
cestaro.benedetta@libero.it
Villa Faro Vecchio 
Via Tirreno 95 
+39 041 5701172 
info@residencevecchiofaro.it

 CA’ PASQUALI 
Appartamenti e bungalow
Angiolin Luca 
Via delle Batterie, 162
+39 349 8820000 
luangiolin@virgilio.it
www.appartamentiluca.it 

 LAGUNA NORD 
Isola Falconera 
Isola di Falconera 
+39 340 1633890 
sarzettoa@gmail.com



 Back to index!

TOURIST
FACILITIES
ESTATE AGENCIES

Milano

Fausta 

Multiservice

MARINAS 

Marina del Cavallino

Marina di Lio Grando

DEPOTS

Caravan Depot

Caravan Parking

Bozzato Tourist Services

NAVIGATION 

Il Doge di Venezia

RENTALS 

Laguniamo

Bike On
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LANDLORDS, 
BUNGALOW 

Bozzato Vacanze

Top Camp

FARMS 

Nardin

Valleri

Other tourist services



 www.immobilservice.net

IMMOBILIARE
MILANO
  Via F. Baracca, 41/D
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5370505
  cavallino@immobilservice.net  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

 Back to index!

real estate

https://www.immobilservice.net


 www.immobiliarefausta.it

IMMOBILIARE
FAUSTA
  Via Fausta, 403/A
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968288
  info@immobiliarefausta.it  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

   

 Back to index!

 
 
The agency Immobiliare Fausta was among the first agencies to settle in the area of 
Cavallino Treporti, opening its activity on all the coastline of the Province of Venice, 
including Jesolo and Venice Historical Centre. 
Founded several years ago, in 1976, by the Baita family, it boasts years of experience in 
the real estate sector and is characterized by the care of the client who considers it a 
guarantee. 
The business of buying and selling houses, rustics, land and commercial activities is joined 
by the business of renting and renting tourism, whose portfolio is expanded year after year 
with new properties under management. 
After many years, today the agency has changed its skin, always maintaining a family 
concept of work, but with an innovative approach. Traditional work is therefore increasingly 
being approached with digital tools, in order to better support customer requests and offer 
a higher quality service. The team has grown and the skills have been consolidated over 
time: the agency now has about 5 people, including staff and collaborators, who work all 
along the coast, in different tasks: from buying and selling to tourist rentals. 
Riccardo Baita, real estate agent, is now in charge of the management of the team and the 
various activities, as well as the development of all operations related to the theme of 
innovation. 
“Customer at the centre” is the agency’s mantra. 
This is why every year new initiatives are developed to try to offer an ever-higher quality 
standard. 
The agency is located in via Fausta 403/a in the centre of Cavallino, where the main 
commercial activities are located. It overlooks the main road connecting Jesolo to Punta 
Sabbioni and is served by a large car park; the bus stop is a short walk from the office. 
 

real estate

https://www.immobiliarefausta.it
https://www.facebook.com/immobiliare.fausta
https://www.instagram.com/immobiliare_fausta/


 www.immobiliaremultiservice.it

MULTISERVICE
IMMOBILIARE
  Via Fausta, 154
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5301558
  info@immobiliaremultiservice.it  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

 

real estate

 Back to index!

https://www.immobiliaremultiservice.it
https://www.facebook.com/Multiservice-Immobiliare-413830175365920


 www.marinadelcavallino.com

MARINA
DEL CAVALLINO
  Via Capo Horn, 4
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 968045
  info@marinadelcavallino.com  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

      

 Back to index!

touristic ports

http://www.marinadelcavallino.com
https://www.facebook.com/marinadelcavallino/
https://www.instagram.com/marinadelcavallino/


 www.marinadiliogrando.it

MARINA
DI LIO GRANDO 
  Via Lungomare S. Felice, 94
  30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966044 / +39 335 8241183
  info@marinadiliogrando.it  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

 

touristic ports

 Back to index!

https://www.marinadiliogrando.it
https://www.facebook.com/Marina-di-Lio-Grando-srl-606784562726488


 www.caravandepot.com

CARAVAN
DEPOT 
  Via Fausta, 111
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 658486 / +39 338 6997040
  info@caravandepot.it  

 04.2022 > 10.2022

 

 Back to index!

caravan depots

https://www.caravandepot.com
https://www.facebook.com/Caravan-Depot-Fratelli-Zanella-1801423416851647


 www.caravanparking.it

CARAVAN
PARKING
  Via Ivone Grassetto, 3
  30016 Jesolo (VE)
  +39 0421 971895 +39 366 8221833
  info@caravanparking.it  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22© 2020
CARAVAN PARKING

Logo definitivo

caravan
parking

service & assistance

   

 Back to index!

caravan depots

https://www.cavallinovenezia.it
https://www.facebook.com/caravanparkingofficial
https://www.instagram.com/caravanparkingofficial/


 www.caravanbozzato.com

BTS
OUTDOOR LIFE
  Via F. Baracca, 84
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5370173
  mail@caravanbozzato.com  

 01.03.22 > 10.12.22

      

 Back to index!

caravan depots

https://www.caravanbozzato.com
https://www.facebook.com/btsoutdoorlife
https://www.instagram.com/bts_outdoor_life/


 www.dogedivenezia.it

IL DOGE
DI VENEZIA 
  Via Treportina, 30
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5302363
  escursioni@dogedivenezia.it  

 01.04.22 > 02.11.22

   

TICKETS TO VENICE
& BOAT EXCURSIONS

SCAN THE QR CODE
or book your tickets directly on

www.dogedivenezia.it

FREE VENICE AUDIO
GUIDE APP! 

Buy your ticket online and 
ask at the departure for your app

VENEZIA
EASY

25e

Torcello 3 islands + Venezia in 1 day!
25e

Navigation

   

 Back to index!

https://www.dogedivenezia.it
https://www.facebook.com/dogedivenezia
https://www.instagram.com/venicetourdoge


 www.laguniamo.com

LAGUNIAMO

  Piazza S. Maria Elisabetta, 10
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 3282955501
  laguniamo@gmail.com  

 16.04.22 > 09.10.22

   

Boat Rent 
& Kayak 
Excursion

Rental without boat license 

Electric 
boats

Motor boats

Kayak rental &
Group excursionso

eco

Discover the lagoon of 
Cavallino-Treporti 
and the minor islands 
of Venice with Laguniamo.

Piazza S. Maria Elisabetta 10/11, Cavallino-treporti (VE) Italy
U  www.laguniamo.com   N  + 39 328 29 55 501   

E  info@laguniamo.com 

Follow us on: @laguniamo FI 

 Back to index!

rental

https://www.laguniamo.com
https://www.facebook.com/laguniamo
https://www.instagram.com/laguniamo/


 www.bikeonservice.it

BIKE ON
FREE TO RIDE 
  Via Paolo Thaon di Revel, 56/A
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 328 8222596
  info@bikeonservice.it  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

   

rental

   

 Back to index!

https://bikeonservice.it
https://www.facebook.com/bikeonservice
https://www.instagram.com/bike_on_service


 www.bozzatovacanze.com

BOZZATO
VACANZE
  Via Amalfi, 11
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 966462
  info@bozzatovacanze.com  

 01.04.22 > 31.09.22

 Back to index!

tourist rentals

https://www.bozzatovacanze.com


 www.topcampcavallino.com

TOP CAMP
CAVALLINO
  Via Fausta, 258 (c/o Union Lido)
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 3388718653
  info@topcampcavallino.com  

 08.04.22 > 03.10.22

   

tourist rentals

   

 Back to index!

https://www.topcampcavallino.com
https://www.facebook.com/topcampcavallino
https://www.instagram.com/topcampcavallino/


AZIENDA AGRICOLA 
NARDIN 
  Via Faitema, 5
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 333 6745375
  francesconardin@alice.it  

 04.03.22 > 31.12.22

 

local producers

 Back to index!

https://www.facebook.com/AzagrNardin-verdura-Km-0-104650731242876


 www.bottegavalleri.it

AZIENDA AGRICOLA 
VALLERI 
  Via del Vallone, 5
  30013 Cavallino-Treporti (VE)
  +39 041 5309581
  info@aziendavalleri.it  

 01.01.22 > 31.12.22

   

Azienda Agricola Valleri 
ECCELLENZE VENEZIANE 

Vegetable preserves - Paté 
Fruit extra jams 

Local handmade high-quality product 
WITHOUT PRESERVATIVES 

$o/ter;Ja Gò� 
DIRé'CTSALE 

1st ORGANIC CERTIFIED FARM 
IN CAVALLINO -TREPORTI 

• Events and appetiser dedicated to "Km Buono" local products
• Guided farm tour with typical product tasting
• Direct sale: Monday- Saturday, h 8.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.

---..J Whatsapp +39 349 849 3141 

local producers

   

 Back to index!

http://www.bottegavalleri.it
https://it-it.facebook.com/aziendaagricolavalleri
https://www.instagram.com/aziendaagricolavalleri


NAVIGATION

ACI 
+39 041 5301096  
info@acivenice.it

Albatros 
+39 370 3465323 
albatros.venezia@gmail.com

Blue Dream 
+39 388 8072330 
bluedreamexcursion@gmail.com

Europa Navigazione 
+39 335 5941100 
europa.navigazione@libero.it

Lagoon Boat 
+39 339 4510341 
info.lagoonboat@gmail.com

Marco Polo 
+39 041 966170 
info@marcopolovenezia.it

Turistica Penzo 
+39 041 530 05 97 
info@turisticapenzo.it

Venice by Boat 
+39 041 658913 
info@venicebyboat.com

MARINAS
 
Marina del Faro
Via A. Vespucci 15
+39 041 968076

Marina Fiorita
Via della Ricevitoria 32
+39 041 5301478

DEPOTS

Autofficina Contarin 
Via Fausta 259, Ca’ Ballarin 
+39 041 968502

Deposito Caravan Valentini 
Via Hermada 16, Punta Sabbioni 
+39 041 5301675

Dino Bozzato & C. Snc 
Via Fausta 165, Ca’ Ballarin 
+39 041 968140

Happy Holiday 
Via Gozzi 12, Ca’ Pasquali 
+39 041 658996

Longo Caravan 
Via Capo Horn 13, Cavallino 
+39 339 5094631

Marangon Gabriele 
Via del Vallone 22, Ca’ Pasquali 
+39 041 5300006

Mr. Karavan 
Via Gozzi 12, Ca’ Pasquali 
+39 328 2331989

BIKE RENTALS
 
Bozzato Tourist Services 
Piazza S.M. Elisabetta, Cavallino 
+39 041 5370173

Cavallino Bike 
Via delle Batterie 162, Ca’ Pasquali 
+39 349 8820000

Cavallino Rent 
Corso Europa 3, Ca’ di Valle 
+39 347 3030180

Cicli Borsoi 
Via Pordelio 424, Cavallino 
+39 041 5370473

Emporio della Bici 
Via Fausta 92, Ca’ Savio 
+39 041 658277

Liberty Store
Piazzetta della Libertà 13, Cavallino
+39 351 7107710

Noleggio & Parcheggio Bici
Punta Sabbioni 
Via Fausta 5A, Punta Sabbioni 
+39 366 1172295

Tuttobici di Stefano Tagliapietra 
Via Fausta 165, Ca’ Savio 
+39 041 968899

LIST OF NON-ASSOCIATED 
TOURIST SERVICES

TOURIST
FACILITIES

 Back to index!



www.visitcavallino.com
  

#VisitCavallino

GESTIONE AMBIENTALE
VERIFICATA

IT-001481

www.veneto.eu

Comune di

CAVALLINO
TREPORTI

concept + design: T.KOM

https://www.visitcavallino.com/eng/
https://www.comune.cavallinotreporti.ve.it/home
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCavallino/
https://www.instagram.com/visitcavallino/
https://www.veneto.eu
https://www.tkom.it

